Dear Sir/Madam,

We present to you the next edition of our Software Licensing Bulletin, which highlights the concepts of Extra Territory Rights (ETR) pertaining to software licensing. Global ETR for Autodesk® multi-users licenses

Autodesk highlights that any licence granted is authorised for use in that territory only, unless specifically authorised by Autodesk in writing. The licence agreement does not permit the personnel to access the licensed material outside the specified territory. However, Global Extra Territory Rights (ETR) authorises users to install and access the specified covered software licenses and along with their associated benefits, in conformance to the terms and conditions of the Subscription Agreement.

The "family" of ETR, extends customers’ ability to float licenses in their organisation and with their subsidiaries, across a country, throughout a GEO, or around the Globe. The ETR are time-bound and provides limited rights to customers deployment of Autodesk network version software beyond the set territorial restrictions, within the Software License Agreement.

We hope the bulletin was informative. We would be happy to provide you additional information that you may require on the subject. Please write to us at infmkpmgccsbulletin@kpmg.com, for any queries or feedback.

Regards,

KPMG in India

About KPMG in India’s software licensing team: We have an experienced team of over 100+ professionals in India with diverse and in-depth knowledge of software licence, software asset management tool, Intellectual Property (IP) and contract review.
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